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Moral Questions in Connection With De 1th 
Fr. Ladislas Orsy, S. J. 
As illness is . defined as 
lack of good health so death has to be 
defined as lack of life. Both illness and 
death receive their meaning when they 
are illumined by health and life. It 
follows that the conception that a 
person has of death inevitably mirrors 
his ideas about life. This truth applies 
also to questions of morality about 
death; they are really questions of 
morality about life. 
To speak about death we · have to 
speak about life. But it is precisely in 
the interpretation of the meaning of 
life that philosophical opinions and 
religious beliefs more than once 
contradict each other. Admittedly 
sometimes the various opinions can be 
reconciled in harmony. Sometimes 
they carmot be. ,How, then, can we 
speak about death when there are so 
many schools of thought about life? 
I think two principles will help us to 
achieve some understanding in this 
important field: 
a) Everyone has to be faithful to his 
own light. 
b) Everyone has to respect the light of 
others. 
Fr. Orsy is Professor of Theology, 
Fordham University, Bronx, N.Y. This 
paper was first presented at a meeting 
of the Bronx Catholic Physicians' 
Guild in February, 1969. 
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It may well be that we shall )t be 
able to achieve a harmony in eory. 
·But by regulating our attitude: n the 
right way we can achieve h ., nony 
among living persons in a given 
community. 
I shall use the same two princ les in 
my own talk. I shall speak ab t the 
Christian conception of lif that 
throws light on death. At th same 
time I shall speak about a hur nitar-
ian approach that may help u 1ll to 
achieve not theoretical but ex mtial 
harmony . 
Christians look at life as G( ·s gift 
that they received in a sacred ustee-
ship. They cannot destroy it , ! it in 
themselves, be it in others. 1 ·y are 
stewards who will have to ·ve an 
account of the use of the g1 they 
received. Death for them is a t r. sition 
into a more abundant life ; e( ally a 
gift from God. Hope is wha trans-
forms the agony of death nto a 
meaningful journey. There a. even 
some excellent theologians toe' 'f who 
suggest that the supreme act oi <uman 
life is the act of dying. They ,ssume 
that as this world fades away a new 
light and capacity emerges n the 
human person to accept freely he.gift 
of God that is eternal life. Ob iously, 
· this is a theological hypo the ~ ,s, not 
verifiable by empirical science. 
But' there is no need to be'ieve in 
Christianity to accept the digmty of a 
Linacre Qu3rterlY 
person. In this we all can 
The moral conclusion I 
will be based precisely on 
•~res·erving the dignity of man all 
the process when his life is 
• eerningJy coming to an end. Tenta-
I would suggest the following 
moral rules that may govern our 
approach to the bitter fact of death. 
1) A human person owes it to 
If and to his own community (to 
family, to the society in which he 
) to keep his life intact and not to 
roy the value that it represents. 
ISitunnan life lived in a personal way is 
best that we can find in this world. 
else comes anywhere near it 
the hierarchy of values. It follows 
both the individual and the 
ll t DmJmuni.ty has a duty to do what can 
reasonably done to preserve human 
. This duty exists in the patient , in 
doctor, in the lawyer , in the priest , 
all who share a responsibility for 
2) Man has a right to his own 
"ty as a person even in approach-
death. Therefore , once the reason-
means to keep him in life have 
exhausted he is not bound to 
his dignity by expecting to be 
alive without being able to live , 
think , and to feel as a person . No 
is bound to ask for medication 
would prolong the agony of 
. The same principle is valid for 
community: its members are not 
d to prolong the agony of death 
a human being. 
always complex 
l .. ltU:ilti<ms and borderline cases where a 
moral judgment cannot be 
d within the short time available. 
this case we have to respect those 
animated by ·the first two 
ll l'flillCit>les, make a genuine effort to 
bring about the best decision even 
though they may fail to find it then 
and there. Yet , the effort itself was 
good and the resulting situation should 
be accepted as the only reasonable one 
in the circumstances. 
In the past it was usual to speak in 
ethical studies about the duty to use 
ordinary means of medication to 
preserve life but not extraordinary 
ones. Ordinary meant what was easily 
available to the common man. Extra.,. 
ordinary was what required great 
expense on the part of the patient and 
perhaps great effort on the part of the 
physician. With the advance of re-
search the di s tinction between 
ordinary and extraordinary means is 
blurred today . I think it should not be 
used any more. It may become quite 
an ordinary medical achievement to 
keep a man artifically alive as a 
vegetable can be kept ali¥e without 
any sign of personality. No one, 
patient or physician , would be bound 
to use such ordinary means. In some 
other cases when a human life is 
particularly precious , both the patient 
and the community in which he lives 
have a genuine obligation to protect 
and to preserve that life as far as 
possible even through expensive means 
and great effort. 
In ethical questions we can never 
expect to find full agreement. They 
are too closely interwoven with 
personal , philosophical and religious 
loyalties. However, we can certainly 
expect persons of good will to come 
together and to achieve a harmonious 
balance in their community where all 
beliefs are respected. In this way a 
common ethical understanding can be 
worked out by doctors , lawyers, and 
the representatives of various faiths. 
The common. will to search for solu-
tions.is already a sign of agreement. 
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